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Consumer expectations are rising, the variety of goods on offer is
increasing and competitive pressures are growing. Many traditional
industries are loosing their share of consumer expenditure as their
markets are nearly saturated. New opportunities for considerable
growth have to be discovered and new strategic thinking has to
govern corporate strategy development in order to overcome
traditional boundaries. The consumer has to be placed at the centre of
all efforts as the creation of superior Consumer Value is decisive for
the long-term growth of every company.

Foreword
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KEY 
OBJECTIVES ECR EUROPE INITIATIVES FOCUS
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The ECR Europe Initiative initially focused on improving cost efficiency. Innovative
approaches to supply chain management, such as efficient replenishment

techniques or electronic data interchange were tested and implemented
successfully.

In the second phase of ECR Europe the focus was moved from supply side to demand
side issues. Category Management integrates three additional ECR elements: efficient
promotion, efficient store assortment, and efficient product introduction. Its objective is to
exactly meet consumer needs by offering a more tailored range of existing products and
services. Category Management is clearly going in the right direction and has delivered
outstanding results in many practical implementations. But it concentrates on the
optimisation of single categories and does not take a holistic view of how to achieve
strategic growth. Selling existing offers remains the primary concern.

The next step was to develop an approach to actual demand creation by going
beyond the existing products and services offered. The objective was to

develop an approach to energise the existing business and create new
business by viewing the consumer as a shopper and integrating the views of
both retailers and manufacturers. Consumer Enthusiasm illustrates how to go
one step beyond consumer satisfaction and consumer loyalty to generate
long-term growth opportunities. Delving deeply into consumer segmentation
and the identification of strategic levers, the concept let to the development of
ideas on how FMCG industries can successfully compete against other sectors.
But it still fails to provide practical examples and implementation tools for FMCG
companies in Europe.

As a consequence, ECR Europe launched the “Consumer Value Initiative” as the
next step in the successful ECR movement. The project on “How to generate,
manage and measure Consumer Value” shows how Consumer Enthusiasm works in
the European FMCG industry and how the approach can be expanded into a holistic
concept for achieving profitable growth. A practical roadmap to implementation will be
illustrated through the framework of Strategic Consumer Value Management. This
provides the consistent link between consumer requirements and the corporate strategies
of retailers and manufacturers. In view of the ECR idea of collaborative efforts, this

Value 
generation

Marketing

Commercial

Supply chain 
optimisationEfficiency

Profitable 
growth

Consumer Enthusiasm

Category 
Management

Supply Chain 
Manage-

ment

Consumer Value Management

EXHIBIT 1:
Consumer Value Management is the holistic integration of previous ECR Europe Initiatives



Intensity of competition and changing consumer behaviour are having
a lasting effect on the consumer goods industry. Consumer
expenditure in some traditional FMCG industries is on the decline as
the share of household budgets spent on fast moving consumer goods
falls drastically. One reason for this development is the stagnation of
disposable household income: stagnation of real income, growing
social contributions, increasing expenditure on health care services,
rents, etc. In parallel to the unfavourable spending environment, the
rising amount of available leisure time and the important influence of
the media on everyday lives drive the consumers toward other industry
sectors outside of FMCG. 

1 How to create Consumer
Enthusiasm - the key challenge
for FMCG manufacturers 
and retailers
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Sectors outside of FMCG are enjoying significant growth. These are predominantly lifestyle driven
industries such as beauty, catering or recreation as well as sports and entertainment oriented sectors.
While these industries are gaining share of wallet and share of mind, the borders between lifestyle
markets are becoming less distinct. Consumers are exhibiting multi-dimensional behaviour, tending
toward a cross-over between leisure time, entertainment, fashion and information. This trend is
intensified by cross marketing activities and alliances. Kraft Jacobs Suchard, for example, generated
various growth opportunities via the collaboration of the Milka brand with the FIS, several skiing resorts,
manufacturers of skiing equipment, etc. This not only resulted in the chocolate business generating
significant increases in Consumer Value but in a positive impact on all partners as well.

Traditional marketing approaches and classic marketing tools can no longer be relied on to achieve
significant growth. Increased advertising budgets have a very limited effect on winning consumer
attention and enthusiasm in today’s environment of communication overload. Price competition
encourages price sensitivity among consumers and consequently increases cost pressure. The
constant expansion of product assortments due to new introductions or the segmentation of generic
brands causes flop rates to soar to very high levels, since only few “genuine” innovations really make a
breakthrough. Whilst global expansion offers growth potential, it also involves high risks, and hence
usually requires a superior competitive position.

The isolated view of traditional marketing techniques has to be replaced by a holistic orientation toward
the consumer. Consumers have to be enthused if sustained growth is to be achieved. Companies who
want to protect and strengthen their position in the coming years must differentiate themselves and
strive for higher levels of consumer commitment. Three levels of consumer commitment were identified
during ECR phase III: Consumer satisfaction, consumer loyalty and Consumer Enthusiasm.

6 ECR Europe   Strategic Consumer Value Management
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EXHIBIT 2:
In major European countries the share of private expenditure on food for home consumption has dropped substantially

SHARE OF EXPENDITURE ON FOOD IN PRIVATE CONSUMPTION (%)
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The company surprises the consumers by anticipating or
creating new - also unarticulated - needs and desires.

Consumers have a strong emotional link with the
company’s offer, which becomes a part of their lives.

Consumer Loyalty

Consumer Satisfaction

The company understands and 
satisfies the most important 
consumer expectations.

Consumer Enthusiasm

Long-term 
satisfaction

A continuous relationship between 
the consumer and the company’s offer 
is established.

Consumers trust the company’s offer.

EXHIBIT 3:
The need for Consumer Enthusiasm as the third level of consumer commitment was identified in ECR phase III

THREE LEVELS OF CONSUMER COMMITMENT

An analysis of best-in-class companies from inside and outside the FMCG industry revealed definite
success factors and strategic levers for the creation of Consumer Enthusiasm. A three-step approach
to the creation of Consumer Enthusiasm was then developed. Step one consists of superior consumer
understanding focusing on the main orientations, dynamics and rules of consumer behaviour. Step two
describes rule-breaking strategies using four key strategic levers. Step three asks for excellence in
implementation by setting up systematic procedures and continuous controlling and improvement.
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The objective of the Consumer Value project entrusted to Roland Berger & Partners in ECR phase IV
was defined based on the three-step approach to Consumer Enthusiasm: Firstly, to show how
Consumer Enthusiasm can be applied to the European FMCG environment and secondly, to describe a
practical, holistic approach to the achievement of sustainable and at the same time profitable growth
aimed at generating superior Consumer Value. 

To achieve this objective, the key findings of the ECR III report on “How to create Consumer
Enthusiasm - Roadmap to growth” were detailed in a series of joint working group sessions with the
ECR Europe sponsors. The relevance of each step of the three-step implementation process and of the
strategic levers identified was proven in several case studies.

EXHIBIT 4:
The key success factors of growth companies were analysed and have been translated into the three-step approach to
creating Consumer Enthusiasm

THREE STEP APPROACH TO CONSUMER ENTHUSIASM
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The joint work and the case study illustrations led to the development of a holistic concept of
generating Consumer Value. It demonstrates a best-practice approach to implementing Consumer
Enthusiasm and its expansion to create a strategic Consumer Value driven framework.

EXHIBIT 5: 
The concept of Strategic Consumer Value Management was developed with the strong support of participating companies

PARTICIPANTS IN THE THREE PROJECT MODULES
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Consumer Value:
“Providing of functional and emotional benefits
tailored to the individual needs of consumers that
continuously enhance their overall life
experience.”

The framework of Strategic Consumer Value Management provides a
basis for the generation and quantification of Consumer Enthusiasm in
a holistic Consumer Value oriented approach. Consumer Value is
defined as providing functional and emotional benefits that
continuously enhance consumers’ overall life experience and are
tailored to their individual needs.  

2 Implementation of Consumer
Enthusiasm as core objective 
of Strategic Consumer Value
Management
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The objective is to generate profitable
growth through achieving Consumer
Enthusiasm. Apart from its generation,

the quantification or measurability of
Consumer Enthusiasm is a key challenge in

implementation. Transparency is required
regarding which levers need to be influenced to

what extent in order to create Consumer Enthusiasm.
On the one hand, the measurement of Consumer Enthusiasm is

based on oral feedback from the consumers and is thus affected by
distortions between claimed and actual behaviour.  On the other hand,

Consumer Enthusiasm is about building superior bonds with consumers and therefore deals with
intangible issues. Creating added value for the consumers by emotionalising the offers, building
personal relationships, arousing curiosity and surprising customers is in fact difficult to manage and to
measure. 

In order to provide a practicable approach to generating, managing and measuring Consumer
Enthusiasm, Strategic Consumer Value Management distinguishes between two relevant dimensions: 

� Value delivered: A company has to deliver superior value added to consumers to achieve strong
consumer commitment and, as a consequence, Consumer Enthusiasm. Therefore, the three-step
approach to implementing Consumer Enthusiasm will have to contain suitable criteria for managing
and measuring the implementation. 

� Value received: A company needs feedback from the consumer on whether the superior value
delivered is acknowledged by the consumer and the relevant criteria for achieving Consumer
Enthusiasm are being met for the consumer. Measuring the value received also ensures that the
company can draw up the offer in a profitable way.

The relevant criteria for managing and measuring value delivered and value received need to be defined
individually for each company’s offer. In principle, a clear set of key performance indicators (KPIs)
should be defined which, due to their availability, timeliness and informative value enable conclusions to
be drawn that have a high degree of relevance for the design of the offer’s characteristics. The KPIs
should typically be taken from clearly specified areas. Potential fields from which indicators for value
delivered can be deduced include: quality, rapid response, fair prices, convenience, superior service
and entertainment. Value received from the consumer can be monitored via growth, market share,
loyalty, penetration, profitability, image, etc. 

EXHIBIT 6:
Two dimensions of Consumer Value: value delivered and value received

DEFINITION OF CONSUMER VALUE
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In this context, Consumer Enthusiasm is achieved if superior value is delivered to the consumer. Lasting
Consumer Value can, however, only be created if superior value received is achieved as well. This
sustainable constellation results in superior Consumer Value.

A structured holistic approach to generating superior Consumer Value has been developed by Roland
Berger & Partners in collaboration with the participating companies. The resulting Strategic Consumer
Value Management consists of four steps:

� Superior Consumer Value understanding

� Rule-breaking strategy development

� Achievement of excellence in implementation

� Monitoring and measuring of Consumer Value

Its practical use and successful implementation will be described in detail on the following pages with
illustrations of pilot implementations from various FMCG industries.

EXHIBIT 7:
Value delivered has to pay off for companies employing ECR strategies

EXAMPLES FOR CONSUMER VALUE MEASURES

EXHIBIT 8:
Strategic Consumer Value Management consists of four major steps

CONCEPT OF STRATEGIC CONSUMER VALUE MANAGEMENT

VALUE
Delivered to the consumer

• Quality

• Rapid response

• Fair prices

• Convenience

• Superior service

• Entertainment

• etc.

VALUE
Received from the consumer

• Growth

• Market share

• Profitability

• Return on assets

• Equity value

• Image

• etc.

Value delivered

Value received

Understanding
Consumer Value

delivered 

Understanding
Consumer Value

received

Identifying strategic options

Business transformation

Employee Enthusiasm

In-store implementation/
retail-tainment

Selecting strategic levers

Communication

Information

Co-innovation

Co-revolution

1 2 3
Superior Consumer
Value understanding

Rule-breaking strategy
development

Excellence in
implementation

Continuous monitoring
4
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Superior Consumer Value understanding consists
of two building blocks. 

The understanding of value delivered to the consumer and value
received from the consumer together form the basis for the
subsequent strategy definition and strategy implementation.
Transparency concerning the value drivers for the consumer and for
the company is imperative for the selection of adequate strategic
measures and acts as a sensitising factor with regard to critical fields
of strategy implementation. Furthermore, the value drivers define areas
from which to derive relevant key performance indicators (KPIs) for
monitoring and measuring purposes.

2.1 Superior Consumer Value
understanding
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Understanding and securing value delivered to consumers

Superior understanding of the consumer involves a five-stage process that starts with gaining an
understanding of the mega-trends and consumer behaviour or needs in order to achieve accurate,
long-term market segmentation. Once these segments have been identified, they can be effectively
evaluated and targets selected. Superior consumer understanding concludes with the company
concerned being in a position to assess its ability to fulfil the target consumer’s needs and determine
where it can deliver value added to the consumer through measuring the value delivered to the
consumer. Without superior consumer understanding, rule-breaking strategies and excellence in
implementation cannot be effectively achieved.

EXHIBIT 9:
The consumer/customer analysis consists of five steps for determining suitable approaches to positioning and strategy

VALUE DELIVERED

1 2 3Superior Consumer
Value understanding

Rule-breaking strategy
development

Excellence in
implementation

Mega-trends/
consumer behaviour

Customer
segmentation

Target group
selection

Driver of customer
satisfaction

Measuring customer
satisfaction

• Identification of mega-
trends

• Analysis of requirements 
structures/hierarchies

• Identification of 
demands on products
/categories/services

• Identification of existing 
customer groups

• Identification of 
customer focuses and 
new consumption 
segments in industries 
/product categories
/business areas

• Evaluation of attractive-
ness of target group 
segments

• Evaluation of 
competitive pressure

• Evaluation of internal 
potential

• Definition of target 
positioning

• Identification of criteria 
inducing purchasing
- Rational
- Emotional

• Differentiation 
according to target 
groups/segments

• Identification of actual 
degree of satisfaction 
compared with 
competitors

• Consumer Value
Added (CVA)

• Strengths/weaknesses 
profile

• Derivation of prelimin-
ary comments/align-
ments

Motivators

Trends

Fair Thrill & fun

New cool

CustomiseTotal cost

Basic Unisex

ConvenientSmart

Authentic

Global

All

All

Emotional
mets met

Desired
position

Current
position

Functional needs metSignificance

Relevance 
to buying

None

Continuous monitoring
4
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Defining markets and target segments

Market segmentation carried out effectively will answer the questions of which consumer buys, where
he/she buys and what he/she buys. Today’s demographic and behavioural segmentation no longer
provides enough information to segment the market into lasting clusters of consumers with similar needs.
Segmentation by psychographic criteria, that is segmentation by consumer values, attitudes, interests,
knowledge and motives, is needed to achieve a superior understanding of the consumer.

EXHIBIT 11:
Major psychographic segments have been identified within the consumer matrix

CONSUMER MATRIX

EXHIBIT 10:
Superior consumer understanding sets the basis for delivering rule-breaking strategies

PROCESS OF SUPERIOR CONSUMER UNDERSTANDING

Setup of customer database

Understanding the individual value drivers Outcome
Understanding of 

consumer dynamics

1 2 3

• Main orientations
• Key trends and values
• Attractive target 
   segments

Collect con-
sumer data
- Aspirations/
  desires 

expressed in 
interviews

- Behaviour 
identified

- Performance 
and results  

Structure 
consumer data
- Qualitative/

quantitative
- Past, present, 

future

Analysis of 
consumer data
- Correlation
- Dependencies

Superior 
consumer 

understanding

Ability to 
implement 

rule-breaking 
strategies

Benefits

Emotional
needs Sense & value

Price & performance

Trends & excitement

Service & solutions

Few Many

Functional
needs

New & cool

Clanning

Authentic

Global

CustomisedTotal cost

Thrill & funFair

Basic Unisex

ConvenientSmart
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There are established standards for segmenting by demographic and/or behavioural criteria, but there is
no existing standard or framework to facilitate segmentation by psychographic criteria. Roland Berger &
Partners have therefore developed an innovative tool called the ‘Consumer Matrix’ to meet industry
requirements. The matrix helps to identify key consumer needs and base motivators, and to provide a
strategic indicator to determine how they can differentiate themselves in the market.

The matrix represents a combination of functional and emotional needs and the extent of these needs.
Roland Berger & Partners have identified major clusters of consumer values and attitudes, each with its
own identity. Through focus group interviews with questions designed to reveal consumers’ values and
shopping preferences, a company will be able to identify and place on the matrix the consumer
clusters in its market. 

In selecting target segment(s) three areas must be addressed (commonly referred to as the 3 Cs):

� Present and future attractiveness of each consumer segment

� Level of competition in each segment

� Ability and resources required by the company to successfully compete in the segment.

As a result of superior consumer understanding, the consumer matrix will help evaluate the
attractiveness of each segment.

Delivering Consumer Value

Once a company understands the ‘who’, ‘where’ and ‘what’ of consumers, it needs to understand
‘why’ consumers behave the way they do, and what the company can do to add value.

Building on the consumer matrix, the company in question can position itself on the matrix in terms of
the consumer‘s functional and emotional needs and how well it meets them. This can be done for the
entire market or specific target segments.

Roland Berger & Partners research has shown that high-performance companies (Hennes & Mauritz,
Adidas, Seven-Eleven, etc.) occupy both the middles and the extremes of the matrix (e.g. thrill & fun,
customised, total cost, fair), while low-performance companies usually cover only the mainstream
needs in the middle of the matrix and tend to fall into the ‘sea of mediocrity’. Therefore, once a
company has located itself (and its competitors) on the matrix it should strive to extend its position to
one or more appropriate extremes and as a consequence differentiate itself from the competition.

EXHIBIT 12:
The results from analysing the ‘deficit gaps’ with the value delivered KPI will determine the commercial actions to be taken

TRANSITION FROM CONSUMER MATRIX INTO VALUE DELIVERED MATRIX

Consumer matrix

All

AllNone

Value delivered matrix

Functional needs met

Current
position

Desired
position

E
m

o
ti

o
na

l n
ee

d
s 

m
et

Many
Target

segment

Current
company
position

Emotional
needs

Few

Functional
needs
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These KPIs have been further developed to address specific needs within a segment according to the
current consumer-company relationship. Commercial activities directed at a loyal consumer are different
from those directed at a switcher or a non-user (loyal to a competitor) and consequently require
different information. 

This process will give the company superior consumer understanding enabling it to then develop
innovative rule-breaking strategies and to achieve excellence in implementation.

EXHIBIT 13:
Examples for commercial actions to be taken in allocating resources to enhance a product’s/service’s functional performance

EXAMPLES FOR COMMERCIAL ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN

In order to position a company, a framework of value delivered KPIs is required. These KPIs comprise
the major features and attributes of the target segment and are used to assess how well the company
performs in delivering functional and emotional value added to customers and indicate where the
company can improve. 

Roland Berger & Partners have developed KPIs that measure either the functional or the emotional
value delivered. These are combined into a single matrix called the ‘value delivered matrix’ with the x
axis representing the functional, and the y axis the emotional value delivered to the target segment.

The KPIs weight the importance of each attribute, feature or image sought by the target segment and
produce an overall score for company performance. By using these KPIs to assess its performance,
the company can perceive which attributes, features or images need to be allocated more resources in
order to provide value where it counts. Likewise, it can see which attributes, features or images the
company should take resources away from to better allocate these elsewhere since they are not critical
to the target consumer’s purchasing decision.

Excellent job

Attribute

Poor job

Excellent job, but the
consumer does not
value it very highly,
resources should
be diverted

Best performance
of all, but there

could be an
opportunity to

improve

Major need to
improve

performance
There is little point
in continuing to
provide this feature

Not important at all Very important

E

C

B

C

Diameter 
represents 
% change 
in the number
of consumers 
who find 
this attribute 
important

C

The importance of an attibute to target consumer

P
ro

d
uc

t 
p

er
fo

rm
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Case study

Procter & Gamble - 
Dansk Supermarked Indkob

When Dansk, a major Danish retail group, set itself the goal of creating Consumer Enthusiasm by
delivering value beyond the expectations of its customers, it agreed to develop a process jointly with
Procter & Gamble.

As a pilot project, it was decided that the category level should be taken as the starting point, and
specifically laundry care - if you can create enthusiasm for washing powder then you can create it
anywhere. 

By working together, Procter & Gamble and Dansk were better able to understand the customer from
both a shopper’s and a consumer’s perspective. Together, they conducted focus group studies to
identify the functional and emotional needs of the Danish laundry market, and to segment them into
value/attitude clusters.

Next, using the Consumer Matrix, the Dansk laundry care category was assessed by the consumers
against the established needs of each segment. By using the consumer satisfaction and the consumer
franchise value KPIs (in focus groups and surveys) a baseline of the value-added delivered by the
category was established. From the results a gap analysis of value delivered was performed.

As a result, commercial plans for a new merchandising program for the category were formulated. The
layout and the shelving of the category were dramatically changed with a lot of attention paid to the
decoration of the category. In addition a lot more product information was provided to the shopper
through conventional and novel mediums.

A second measurement of the value delivered KPIs will be carried out to determine if these activities
have really provided the consumer with added value and to identify any areas that need fine-tuning.
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Understanding and measuring the value received from consumers

Ultimately, commercial plans or activities to provide Consumer Value have to be evaluated from the
company’s perspective to justify the allocation of resources. KPIs are needed which reflect all the
managerial issues at stake when undertaking commercial activities to deliver Consumer Value. The impact
on the company must be seen both internally and externally in terms of cost and sales drivers identified
through the practices accepted in industry of competitor positioning, benchmarking, cost/benefits
analysis, and ultimately the value creation indicators for the shareholders (e.g. EVA).

In addition, management also requires KPIs that are relevant on a more day-to-day basis, which are
relatively simple to understand and to use, yet cover most managerial issues at a product/channel level.
They must be standardised, thus making it possible to benchmark across many products, categories 
or stores. 

A KPI that refers to the market performance of products/channels is the Value Share KPI. The Value Share
KPI is composed of a multiplication of three sub-KPIs. These three sub-KPIs capture all aspects of
consumers’ purchasing reaction to any commercial action taken and will help identify new opportunities.

EXHIBIT 14:
Five steps are necessary to the understanding and measuring of value received

VALUED RECEIVED

1 2 3Superior Consumer
Value understanding

Rule-breaking strategies Excellence in
implementation

Market/competitor
position

Preliminary analysis of
value-added levels

Benchmarking 
best practices

Driver of 
corporate value

Classification value
creator/reducer

• Development compared
with competitors

• Performance measure-
ment/KPIs
- Market share
- Growth
- Profitability/value 

contribution
- Bonus

• Fragmentation of 
value-added steps/
key processes
- Preliminary evaluation
- Costs
- Quality
- Efficiency
- Value contribution
- Relative competence

• Comparison with best
practices
- Within industry
- Across industries

• Benchmark analysis
- Market/competitive

position
- Value-added steps

• Screening of major 
value drivers
- Size/volume
- Customer base
- Sales lines
- Brands
- Operative efficiency
- Costs of capital
- Etc.

• Summary of value
contribution based on 
EVA/MVA

• Classification
- Value creator
- Value reducer

• Identification of value-
added potential/
measures

Best practice
Value-

growth
potential

Countries
Sales mgmt.

Brands
Categories

Contribution of company value

Company X

Continuous monitoring
4
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EXHIBIT 15:
In order to better understand the levers for increasing the value share of a company, it should be broken down in key KPIs

VALUE SHARE KPI

As experience shows, the simple definition of the Value Share KPI facilitates its practical usage. It
enables companies to

� Identify and prioritise the main strategic levers to improve market performance

� Better align the strategies of retailers and manufacturers

� Improve the link between different departments (e.g. marketing and sales)

If there is a gap in penetration, companies might want to focus more on improving their distribution
density or their communication efforts. If loyalty is low, retailers will focus more on improving their store
layout and merchandising to encourage cross-purchasing while manufacturers will invest in relationship
marketing. If the spending index is unsatisfactory, companies will have to think about their positioning in
the competitive environment and their regional/demographic focus.

�% of households

buying at a retailer 

or a product/brand

at least once during

a specific period 

% of total

spendings of these

households at a 

retailer or for a

product/brand

(General)

Spendings level of

these households

compared to

average spending

in the market

�

Value
share
KPI

=      Penetration     x         Loyalty      x      Spending index 

�
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Case study

Henkel - 
Delhaize ‘Le Lion’

Over the past four years, as part of an ongoing project, Delhaize ‘Le Lion’ and Henkel have been
working in Belgium together in several areas with the objective a new growth. They selected the
laundry care as a pilot category. Extensive shopper profiles (segmentation), consumer surveys, and
consumer satisfaction and Consumer Value KPIs revealed that loyal shoppers did not shop in these
categories for reasons of merchandising and product range.

As a result, an assortment plan was developed and implemented. This involved reducing the number of
SKUs by 19% (including products offered by Henkel) and extensive training of store employees. A
promotion plan was introduced which eliminated open promotions for all shoppers and channelled all
future promotions through loyalty card holders only.

To determine the success of such investment of resources and radical implementation, some
commercial ratios were required. The value share and weighted contribution KPIs provided the
necessary performance measures to evaluate the value received beyond simple SKU sales. Measures
were taken before and after the commercial activities and the results were very encouraging. Both the
loyalty and the spending index increased substantially, indicating a shift in the number of loyal
customers buying products in the category. Likewise, the contribution growth and contribution volume
increased, confirming that the category was contributing positively to Delhaize’s net sales growth. 

Having reached the growth objective for the pilot category, Delhaize and Henkel plan to transfer the
process, including the KPIs used, to other categories.
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Based on the superior understanding of
Consumer Value, the current strategic situation
can be thoroughly evaluated and strategic
options can be developed, consistently aiming
at superior fulfilment of consumer needs and
expectations.

The concept for the development of rule-breaking strategies is thus
divided into two modules. In the first part, the initial strategic
situation and options for strategic development are defined using
generally applied methods. In the second part, the strategic levers
for implementing rule-breaking strategies are selected. 

2.2 Rule-breaking strategy
development
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Understanding the initial strategic situation and developing options for
strategic development 

The definition of the initial strategic situation and subsequent generation of growth options is realised in
six steps:

■ Understanding of industry rules: The generation of rule-breaking strategies must be based on a
thorough understanding of the industry rules that companies consciously or subconsciously adhere
to. By juxtaposing these rules with consumer needs and expectations, an initial approach for
strategic further development can be identified.

Swatch, for instance, recognised that Swiss watches need not necessarily be an expensive piece of
jewellery, but can also be a trendy fashion article. In much the same way, watches can be far more
than just timepieces and calendars, they can also provide access to ski resorts and the like. Only an
awareness of the “unwritten rules” of an industry makes it possible to get around them in a targeted
and credible way. Another example is Kraft Jacobs Suchard. The refreshment of the Milka brand was
not realised by traditional marketing approaches within the chocolate category, but a broad alliance
was established for the repositioning of the entire Alps environment. The effect on the Milka brand
has been enormous. A detailed case study will highlight this approach later on in this publication.

■ Evaluation of competencies/capabilities: The assessment of one’s own competencies and
capabilities creates a leverage point from which to develop growth options. The competencies can be
identified by performing a classic outside-in analysis, taking the consumers’ perceptions as a starting
point. This should be complemented by a competitive positioning of competencies. The capabilities
are defined in an inside-out approach examining internal organisation, processes and know-how.

■ Development of market scenarios: Based on identified market segments and target groups from
the superior Consumer Value understanding phase, scenarios for potential consumer and market
developments in actual and target segments are generated. Of particular relevance is the
identification of directions of migration in the individual industry.

■ Conducting of SWOT analysis: The analysis of competencies and capabilities as well as the
market/consumer scenarios developed have to be summerised in the SWOT analysis. This forms
the basis for the identification of strategic options.

■ Identification of strategic options: The identification of strategic options is the synthesis of the
previous steps of analysis. Here, strengths and weaknesses, opportunities and threats are assessed
and developed into options for further strategic development.

EXHIBIT 16:
Six-step approach towards the identification of strategic options

IDENTIFICATION OF STRATEGIC OPTIONS
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■ Evaluation of options and identification of gaps regarding required competencies: The
strategic options developed are evaluated on the basis of a structured template of criteria.
Examples of relevant criteria are the value adding character, the fit with the company vision as well
as cost and market potential. Promising strategic options should not be abandoned due to a
current lack of competencies, it is much more important to identify what the required competencies
are and how they could be acquired via potential partnerships. A forecast of competitive
sustainability and an initial business plan are the results of the assessment phase.

Companies that are active in the Consumer Direct industry are continuously facing this evaluation of
competencies and filling in competence gaps. The case study on the Swiss based Le Shop, which
will be described in this publication, indicates that setting up a consumer oriented network is a clear
success factor in this industry.

Transparency of the initial strategic situation and of the basis of competencies for the pursuit of
strategic growth options is an essential prerequisite for the successful application of the strategic levers
in the framework of rule-breaking strategies.

Application of rule-breaking strategic levers
The relevant strategic, truly rule-breaking levers are selected in three steps: 
1. Understanding of strategic levers
2. Selection of strategic levers
3. Operationalisation of strategic levers

During these phases, key questions supporting the selection and operationalisation process are answered:

■ How are the four strategic levers defined exactly and what can they effect?

■ How can the objectives be achieved, considering given competencies and capabilities? Which
strategic lever(s) of successful growth companies can be utilised to realise the selected strategy,
positioning option or growth scenario?

• Communication

• Information

• Co-innovation

• Co-revolution

■ How can the selected strategic levers be translated into concrete implementation steps focusing on
the identified consumer needs and expectations?

EXHIBIT 17:
The rule-breaking strategic levers need to be selected and competence gaps for strategic items must be identified

SELECTING RULE BREAKING STRATEGIC LEVERS
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Four strategic levers were identified in the ECR phase III that best in class companies have used to
generate Consumer Enthusiasm and, thus, achieve significant growth. 

All four strategic levers contribute significantly to the creation of Consumer Enthusiasm and, thus, may
considerably contribute to the creation of Consumer Value. However, their role has to be differentiated
into direct and enabling factors.

EXHIBIT 18:
Breaking the rules can be achieved through four different levers

DEFINITION AND OBJECTIVES OF STRATEGIC LEVERS

EXHIBIT 19:
Innovation and communication with a direct link to Consumer Enthusiasm

LINK BETWEEN STRATEGIC LEVERS AND CONSUMER ENTHUSIASM
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Communication

Communication is a top priority strategic lever for achieving a strong emotional link with consumers and
making them feel personally involved. This is particularly true for products which possess a strong
emotional value. The strategic lever “communication” establishes a direct relationship with consumers
and thus often translates the impacts of other rather indirect levers to the consumer. It is essential to
use integrated marketing communication techniques in order to surround the target consumer with
consistent messages from different sources and to focus and customise the message accurately. This
integrated marketing approach demands a consistent use of media for external as well as internal
communication parallel to an aligned policy on employee motivation. This lever is clearly of great
importance to the strategic development of the company and it has to be firmly anchored in the
corporate strategy. 

Information

Information is a strategic lever which is becoming increasingly important in day-to-day business. It
provides substantial support to innovations based on the anticipation of consumer needs and desires,
and facilitates the building of personal relationships with the consumer. Three conditions have to be
fulfilled in order to use information as strategic lever:

■ Forecasting: Forecast data on market evolution and forthcoming consumer trends in addition to
historical and current consumer and market data

■ Individualisation: Personalised consumer research data (behaviour, preferences, needs) as the
basis for aggregation on “the average consumer” or consumer segments

■ Validity: Reliable and timely information to flow within the organisation in a systematic way

The strategic lever “information” is of considerable importance as a supporting factor to communication
and innovation within the company. Its dimension has to be clearly recognised in the formulation of the
Corporate Strategy. In the sense of Strategic Consumer Value Management, anchoring the great
importance of information as a strategic lever in the organisation and in systems engineering is an
integral part of superior Consumer Value understanding as described in the previous chapter. 

Co-innovation

Co-innovation is essential in order to surprise consumers by
anticipating or creating needs and desires. Innovations that
anticipate non-articulated needs are often the most
successful. Given the high flop rates and high investments on
research and development, a structured approach is required
which facilitates the identification and targeted fulfilment of
these unarticulated needs. Co-innovation provides such a
framework. It aims at meeting articulated/unarticulated needs
via the joint effort of several non-competing partners. This
joint effort in terms of innovation enables the partners to pool
their knowledge of the consumer and therefore combine their
different perspectives on consumer needs and expectations.
Collaboration across the innovation process drives the
partners toward their joint objective of bringing about the
substantial growth of a market.

Co-innovation

Co-innovation aims at meeting

articulated/unarticulated needs

via a joint effort by several

partners. The joint objective of

all partners is to bring about the

substantial growth of a market

by collaborating across the

innovation process.
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Co-innovation is characterised by three main process phases. The sequence of the individual process
steps within the phases may vary, but the modules are clearly defined.

Invention/concept design phase

In the invention and concept design phase, the consumers’ needs and expectations are identified on
the basis of the data and knowledge jointly acquired during the superior Consumer Value
understanding stage. The joint approach pursued by several partners is of special importance here, as
this makes it possible to examine the consumer from a variety of different perspectives. The innovative
idea can spring from the examination of consumer needs and trends, or it can arise from the consistent
development of existing products/services. 

EXHIBIT 20:
Co-Innovation describes a collaborative approach to innovation

DEFINITION OF CO-INNOVATION

EXHIBIT 21:
The process order of co-innovation depends on individual approaches but its elements are clearly defined
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Methodological support is provided by practical usage observation techniques as well as by structured
creativity techniques which are already quite commonly used. In usage observation, it is possible to
distinguish between the following leverage points:

■ Triggers of use: e.g. General Mills discovered that Cheerios are not only considered a breakfast,
but also a good children’s snack, and used this finding to introduce massive line extensions.

■ User customisation: e.g. a leading detergents manufacturer observed housewives mixing their
own detergents with existing detergents and introduced new products to meet their needs.

■ Intangible attributes: e.g. Kimberley-Clark discovered the emotional appeal of pull-up diapers as a
step toward grown-up underwear.

Examples of creativity techniques include intuitive association (brainstorming, brainwriting), intuitive
confrontation (synectic), systematic adaptation (bionic, morphological analysis) and systematic
confrontation (morphological analysis).

Partners may be selected at any time during the
invention/concept phase. Depending on the individual
situation, the first project steps may either be initiated
separately or started jointly with the partners already
defined. In most manufacturer - retailer projects the
partners are already defined from the beginning as a result
of long-standing business relationships. As illustrated in the
chapter on knowledge acquired, this rather static or
historical situation does not necessarily hamper the
innovative effort, it may even energise the joint effort. What
should be examined, however, is whether it makes sense
to integrate additional partners beyond the existing ones.

The most important element of the joint project is the early alignment of all partners’ objectives. Only if
the partners are pursuing a common objective, or at least strongly complementary objectives, can the
project be successfully realised.

The consumer can be defined at any time during the first project phase. Defining the consumer at the
beginning of the process offers the advantage of clearly targeting the entire innovation process toward
the customer group defined. On the other hand, defining the consumer at an early stage in the process
considerably reduces the search area, which makes a truly revolutionary expansion of the product
range unlikely. 

Development phase

Following the conceptual phase, the development phase can be started. First of all, the actual
product/actual service should be defined. This involves the definition of the basic features which will
form the basis for the subsequent joint testing/prototyping. There are a variety of different possibilities
for prototyping. What should be distinguished is the object (virtual/actual), the implementation (e.g.
conjoint measurement, pilot regions) and the partners (project team/employees/focus groups/
customers, etc.) involved in prototyping.

In the validation phase, the findings obtained during the test phases are evaluated and integrated into
a joint opportunity forecast. The critical element of this opportunity forecast is the joint assessment of
the innovation’s potential as well as a definition of benefit sharing and any joint investments that may 
be required.

At the same time, a co-marketing concept reflecting the shared interests in marketing the innovation
is devised.

Introduction phase

The topic of efficient product introduction has already been covered in detail within the framework of
previous and ongoing ECR Europe projects.
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Case study

Johnson & Johnson UK -
Mothercare UK

Johnson & Johnson and Mothercare have joined forces in the UK to revolutionise the
baby monitor category within Mothercare stores. The two partners have combined

unique expertise, creative workshop techniques and market research to generate
Consumer Value.

The initial motivation for the partnership with Mothercare was the mutual belief that
pooling expertise and agreeing on joint objectives and goals helps to better meet
consumer needs and generate greater Consumer Value. It became very quickly apparent
that the co-operative approach had delivered significant incremental opportunities for

business growth.

Johnson & Johnson have brought dramatic innovation to the UK baby
monitor market with the launch of the INTOUCHTM baby reassurance monitor.
For the first time, consumers have access to a new generation of baby
monitor that offers remote monitoring of sound, nursery temperature and
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baby’s movements, even breathing movements (via a sensor pad placed under the cot mattress). The
INTOUCHTM monitor retails at a significant premium compared with existing baby monitors but offers a
previously unattained level of reassurance for parents.

The partnership has delivered product development strategy, INTOUCHTM display solutions for all store
sizes, a unique promotional mechanism with dramatic support materials, and retail staff training
programmes.

Both parties are delighted with the achievements to date. INTOUCHTM sales have surpassed the initial
expectations of both Johnson & Johnson and Mothercare. The average price of a baby monitor at
Mothercare has moved forward significantly since the introduction of INTOUCHTM. The jointly developed
interactive baby monitor gondola has created tremendous Consumer Enthusiasm.

The key lesson learned is that a manufacturer/retailer partnership can deliver significant incremental
opportunities that simply cannot be realized by one party working on its own. The strength of the
relationship is critical, as trust is essential for constructive development. The co-innovation process can
help to strengthen that atmosphere of trust and can generate great enthusiasm for progress within the
partnership team. If this enthusiasm is harnessed, Consumer Value follows and, thus, business results
can be dramatic. 
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Co-revolution

Co-revolution implies the involvement of internal and external
partners in the management of relevant parts of the value chain
in order to achieve broader growth opportunities at reduced
costs for all partners. It is a very powerful strategic lever, which
has, until now, had rather limited usage in the FMCG industry.
This is, among other things, due to difficulties in uniting
interests, different propensities to work according to established
rules, and fears of violating the rule of company confidentiality in
the context of collaboration with non-competing partners. The
example of Nike and the NBA, which was described in last
year’s Consumer Enthusiasm project, illustrates the fact that the
leveraging potential of co-revolution is often applied in the more
dynamic sports and entertainment industries.

For its pragmatic implementation, co-revolution is defined by five modules:

■ Consumer needs: Clear orientation toward mega-trends and basic consumer motivators

■ Partners: Joint effort of several non-competing partners working together at all levels within and
across the value chain

■ Competencies: Co-revolution is not based on existing infrastructure - the key question is: What
would we do, if we were starting anew? This implies profound re-engineering of assets and
capabilities.

■ Product/service: Providing the consumer with the total solution he seeks irrespective of industry
boundaries

■ Consumer Value: Creating and leading a new market with clear orientation toward consumer
needs - competition is not the benchmark!

The process of co-revolution reflects its underlying growth oriented idea. It consists of two major steps
with well structured sub-phases. The process sequence, which has been elaborated in joint working
groups, shows the best practice setup allowing for parallel actions and iterative loops.

Co-revolution

Co-revolution implies the

involvement of internal and

external partners in the

management of relevant parts

of the value chain in order to

achieve broader growth

opportunities at reduced costs

for all partners

EXHIBIT 22:
Co-revolution is defined by five essential elements

DEFINITION OF CO-REVOLUTION
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Experimentation/realisation

Following the definition of the initial strategic situation and the identification and evaluation of strategic
options, the first step concerning the strategic lever of co-revolution is to identify the infrastructure
required to close the gaps in competencies. Once this is completed, suitable co-revolution partners
need to be identified. 

As a next step, a suitable structure for collaboration has to be defined. Based on an audit of
transaction costs, alternative forms of cooperation for the individual partners, such as networks,
alliances or participations are decided upon. To support this decision, potential competitive reactions
are evaluated to guarantee the stability of the co-revolution process.

Collaboration of different partners is based on a joint vision and the definition of common or
complementary objectives. Subsequently, the partners jointly define the rules and processes of
collaboration and formulate the market and marketing strategy.

Market development

The market development phase marks the actual market entry of the joint offer. This market entry
should not be regarded as the final phase, but rather as the beginning of a continuous process of
adjustment and improvement aiming to generate superior Consumer Value. This continuous monitoring
is important for excellence in implementation, an aspect to be discussed later in this publication, as well
as for the validation of relevance for the consumers based on the KPIs described in the section on
superior Consumer Value understanding. Co-revolution can thus be described as a continuous process
constantly questioning the present combination of partners and offers. It is only in this way that a
leading-edge competitive position and continuous surprises for the customer in the sense of Consumer
Enthusiasm and Strategic Consumer Value Management can be ensured. 

EXHIBIT 23:
Co-revolution can be divided into two main process steps

PROCESS OF CO-REVOLUTION
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Case study

Kraft Jacobs Suchard

With its Milka brand Kraft Jacobs Suchard is an ideal example of co-
revolution in the FMCG industry. In its initial situation the Milka brand had a top

market position in Germany: it was leading in terms of image, quality and brand
awareness, enjoyed top attractiveness and broad brand acceptance throughout all
important target groups. But, nonetheless, it suffered from decreasing category sales and
over-proportional loss of market share.

The objective of the co-revolution activity was to restore growth and value to the Milka
brand, to refresh its target group and to support a value added price increase. The brand
promise of an authentic product from the Alps, smooth chocolate, pure Alpine milk and
the clean and healthy Alpine environment was to be assured.

Following intensive research of consumer needs and expectations, KJS decided to focus
the Milka brand on four specific mega-trends, which are closely related to the brand
promise: 

■ Alpine sports: Corresponding to the clean Alpine environment

■ Health: Corresponding to pure Alpine milk and clean environment

■ Travel/discovery: Corresponding to the Alps with exciting holiday resorts

■ Entertainment: Corresponding to major winter sports events in the Alps with broad
media coverage

For the co-revolution activity, KJS has established a network of several heterogeneous
partners, who were all facing similar difficulties and who have therefore been very
enthusiastic about the joint effort. All partners have contributed their specific
competencies to the project and have strongly benefited:

■ FIS Alpine worldcup: Its worldcup races were suffering from media coverage
directed at an elderly audience. The massive on-site sponsoring and brand presence
of Milka as well as the advertising of racing events by Milka significantly increased
the live and TV audiences. Attractive sweepstakes on TV registered record
response rates with an over-proportional share of younger audiences.

■ Ski manufacturers and clothing companies: The ski industry
has been in urgent need of innovation since the early 1990s.
Starting from promotional items for the co-revolution project,
Milka skis, snowboards, clothing and accessories have become a
fixed element of their collections and are now sold via various channels.
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EXHIBIT 24:
Each partner brought in his assets and capabilities to the joint efforts on co-revolution

PARTNERS AND ACTIVITIES

The Milka brand has benefited in all respects. The chocolate category has shown an overall increase,
the Milka market share has since risen considerably. There have been significant increases in brand
likeability and brand attractiveness scores. Furthermore, the international broadcasting presence of 
the skiing events significantly supported the international business and will facilitate market entry in 
the USA.

The co-revolution concept has worked out for Milka and Kraft Jacobs Suchard is planning to further
extend the activities to the summer season of Alpine sports, introducing new elements by involving
additional partners in additional countries.

Retailers
• On-site events at FIS races
• In-store promotions/activities
• Raffling of Milka club program

Skiing resorts
• Close cooperation at events: 

parties, Milka winter olympics, ...
• Milka club travel packages

Ski manufacturers
• Milka winter collection
- Clothing
- Skis, snowboards
- Accessories

FIS
• Milka on-site sponsoring
• Ski parties (live music)
• Milka children’s landPublic TV stations

• Joint teaser campaigns
• Joint promotion of “Milka club” 

in ski resorts

 Milka
• Milka brand
• Advertising on product 

wrappers/TV spots
• Coordination support

■ Skiing resorts: Some famous Alpine skiing resorts observed a strong decline in younger visitors,
which was attributed to their very traditional image. Participating in the co-revolution project they
engaged in organising Milka club events and live concerts or arranged tour packages, which were
then promoted by Milka on chocolate bar wrappers as well as
by TV advertising. The resorts have experienced an
increase in younger visitors of up to 9%.

■ German retail: The chocolate
category traditionally experienced a
strong seasonal dip between
Christmas and Easter. The
retailers joined the co-revolution
activity by taking over the
sponsorship for selected FIS races
together with Milka. This activity was
promoted in-store featuring ski and
snowboard simulators, sale of the Milka
skiing collection, secondary placements of
Milka chocolate, etc. As a result, the seasonal dip flattened.
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Case study

Consumer Direct/Le Shop

Le Shop is a good example of co-revolution in the rapidly developing Consumer
Direct market. The company was established in 1998 and via its Internet homepage
offers delivery of classic FMCG assortments throughout Switzerland and
Liechtenstein. After 5 months of difficult start, the company has managed to grow
sales by 30% per month and develop a faithful customer group.

From the very start, the corporate objective was to acquire consumers by fulfiling their
need for convenience. To achieve this, partnerships were formed with the Swiss Post,
manufacturers of branded goods and technology providers. In the development phase,
however, the true focus of activities was more on “getting the business running” and
creating services around the physical capabilities than on meeting the consumers’
needs. The approach was strongly driven by technology, customer acquisition was not

focused, and the supply partners notably influenced the assortments. In particular, suppliers were
interested in an exclusive listing and in the realisation of classic promotions.

As a consequence, after a very promising start, sales did not increase and customer according to plan
and customer retention rate was low. Initial consumer surveys indicated that faithfulness was low and
that most customers were shopping for curiosity and not because of real needs. Most customers were
“internet geeks” and only few families or double-income households were attracted by the offer. 

After only five months, the concept was completely rearranged in a joint effort with the partners. Le
Shop and certain manufacturing partners conducted analyses of the existing and potential consumer
base (focus groups, usability testing, etc.) that have been instrumental in the re-design of the service.
The following measures were taken:

■ Redefinition of categories: Assortment has been redesigned to 
better meet consumer needs in stead of supplier preferences

■ Adding fresh and refrigerated goods to the existing 
assortment: The limitation to dry goods only which was 
the initial concept did not save the consumer routine 
shopping trips. Extension of competencies to multi-
temperature picking and shipping, introduction of new 
partners to the co-revolution activity has been
implemented

■ Targeted consumer acquisition: Marketing has 
been redesigned for more targeted approach 
of consumer acquisition 



■ Redesign of web presence: The site has been simplified and features have been added for
consumer convenience (lists, customised shop).  Also the site has been redesigned to convey an
image of freshness rather than technological perfection.

■ Consistent service mentality of all partners: Processes have been reviewed to increase service by
introducing Saturday deliveries.

The measures introduced resulted in sales increases of 20-30% per month. The average monthly
shopping basket of CHF 80 increased to more than CHF 130 and shopping frequency increased
significantly together with consumer loyalty. At the same time, Le Shop’s partners have profited, too:
The Swiss Post has become a fully integrated logistics partner and is now able to multiply this know-
how for other partners. Together with Le Shop, the suppliers have become familiar with the Internet as
a new sales channel and have thus gained important insights.

For Le Shop, the future continues to depend on a consistent implementation of the idea of co-
revolution. Le Shop will continue

■ To focus on consumer needs by leveraging consumer data together with partnering suppliers and
by conducting joint consumer research

■ To overcome barriers to buying online by introducing innovative marketing approaches and
improving site design in cooperation with co-revolution partners

■ To extend the partner network to meet yet unfulfilled consumer needs.
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EXHIBIT 25:
After the start up phase with missing consumer focus, average daily sales experienced a significant growth since the relaunch

LE SHOP AVERAGE DAILY SALES (START TO TODAY; INDEX)
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461
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442
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363

11/98

276
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293

9/98

174

08/98

99

07/98

134

06/98

181

05/98

100

+ 30% p.M.



Knowledge acquired/enabling factors

Individual lessons learned can be drawn from each case study. For the development of Strategic
Consumer Value Management the individual experience of the working group participants have been
jointly condensed into general enabling factors for cooperative rule-breaking strategies:

■ Relationship building/confidentiality: The strength of the relationship is critical as trust must be
developed between the two companies before any really constructive joint approach can be
undertaken. Trust and confidentiality between trading partners and other non-competing partners
are the prerequisites for an open sharing of data and the development of common visions and
strategies. While there may be risks associated with sharing information and objectives at an early
stage, the potential inherent in a joint approach generally far outweighs those risks. The focus
should always be placed on possibilities, not on potential limitations. To make the partnership last, a
common understanding of processes and structures for collaboration has to be assured.

■ Incremental benefits/synergies: The only motivation for the collaboration is the expectation of
some kind of benefits. The sharing of these benefits and the participation in required investments,
for instance for initial consumer research, is critical to any partnership and thus must be addressed
from the very beginning. This can best be established by jointly forecasting the potential outcomes.

■ Cross-functional team setup: The partnership only pays off if various perspectives are combined
to achieve better results than isolated approaches. Therefore, multi-functional teams have to be set
up in order to generate superior results and create working level excitement. This working level
excitement is enforced by the entrepreneurial spirit of the collaboration, the collaboration with
opinion leaders and the close contact with consumers. This excitement is then close to Employee
Enthusiasm, an important factor in the push for excellence in implementation.

■ Commitment of resources: Sufficient resources for the achievement of the targeted goals are
critical to the success of the collaborative approach. The traditional thinking in terms of short-term
results and confidential strategic projects has to be broken down through top-management
promoters. The senior management has to be convinced of the benefits of the collaboration and
has thus to promote its projects within the organisation. 

The decision on collaborative strategic levers is not a decision relating to only one point in time.
Continuous value adding by all partners and the ongoing introduction of innovations and ideas is critical
to its success.
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The achievement of excellence in implementation
of the rule-breaking strategies requires careful
examination of three essential elements:

� Employee Enthusiasm

� Business transformation

� In-store implementation/retail-tainment

2.3 Achievement of excellence in
implementation
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� Employee Enthusiasm: Consumer Enthusiasm and thus superior Consumer Value cannot be
achieved without the total commitment of the whole organisation. The change in corporate culture
and the creation of Employee Enthusiasm ensure that the company is strongly committed to
delivering high-quality solutions to meet consumer demands and needs.

� Business transformation: The new strategic thinking with a clear focus on delivering Consumer
Value via collaborative efforts requires an adjustment or even the entirely new development of
business processes supported by state-of-the-art systems. The practical implementation of effective
collaborative processes will be illustrated by the example of effective promotions.

� In-store implementation/retail-tainment: The development of an attractive store environment
aimed at creating “retail-tainment” is essential to constantly surprise the consumer via
understanding Consumer Enthusiasm. To achieve practical approaches to merchandising will be
described in detail as the store environment clearly is a strong lever for Consumer Value generation
to be energised by collaborative initiatives of manufacturers and retailers.

EXHIBIT 26:
Three fields of excellence in implementation

FIELDS OF EXCELLENCE IN IMPLEMENTATION

1 2 3Superior Consumer
Value understanding

Excellence in
implementation

Rule-breaking 
strategy development

Business 
transformation

Employee 
Enthusiasm

In-store 
implementation/
retail-tainment

Continuous monitoring
4
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Employee Enthusiasm

Employees at all levels should not only sell to the consumers, but do their best to serve them and
satisfy their needs at all times. Employees are a key to convincingly conveying the company’s mission
on Consumer Enthusiasm and, thus a key to generating superior Consumer Value as they are in close
daily contact with the consumer. 

Employee Enthusiasm not only serves as a driving factor for Consumer Value, but implies positive
internal effects for the company. High employee motivation reflects the company’s reputation in the
human resources market and thus attracts highly qualified and motivated candidates to join the
company. 

The analysis of best-in-class companies revealed some key findings on how to achieve 
Employee Enthusiasm. The generation of Employee Enthusiasm is a very important enabling factor for
the creation of Consumer Enthusiasm and thus Consumer Value. It is not only the responsibility of a
single company, but it may also be created by a joint effort, e.g. on joint trainings of employees.

EXHIBIT 27:
Employee Enthusiasm is a key to excellence in implementation and thus the achievement of Consumer Value

CORE ELEMENTS OF EMPLOYEE ENTHUSIASM
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Business transformation

Strategic thinking and business processes at traditional FMCG manufacturers and retailers are often
strictly oriented to vertically integrated business models. The rule-breaking character of Strategic
Consumer Value Management demands a dynamic approach by integrating external and internal
partners. 

Therefore, the new strategic thinking with a clear focus on delivering Consumer Value requires
adjustment or business processes supported by state-of-the-art systems.

Category Management is an innovative, cross-functional business process. It places the consumer in
the centre and produces enhanced business results by focusing on delivering superior Consumer
Value. Category Management combines the supplier’s understanding of consumer needs and
expectations with the retailer’s understanding of shoppers. Through Category Management
cooperation, retailers and suppliers can focus on more accurately meeting the consumer needs.
Without generating greater Consumer Value successful results are rarely achieved. And without a
clearly defined business process and state-of-the-art systems to support it, it is difficult to increase the
value to the consumers in a productive way.
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EXHIBIT 28:
ECR Europe Category Management business process

CATEGORY MANAGEMENT BUSINESS PROCESS

What is the corporate strategy and who are our target 
consumers?

Corporate strategy and
target consumers

What products make up the category from the consumers’ 
point of view?

1
Category definition

What strategic role does category play at the retailer?
2

Category role

Identify the category’s opportunities using consumer, 
market, financial and supply chain data

3
Category assessment

What are the most important targets in terms of improving 
category performance?

4 Category performance
targets

How do we want to develop the category to achieve the 
targets?

5
Category strategies

Turn the strategies into actions by focusing on range, 
pricing, promotion and merchandising

6
Category tactics

Make it happen in-store!
7

Category implementation
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Effective promotion activities to deliver
Consumer Value

To generate value delivered to the consumers, manufacturers and
retailers must focus their efforts on promotion activities that work.

Such promotion is called “effective promotion” as it is effective in
delivering the intended results. The intended results can be either
increased value perception and therefore better response to
promotions or else support for a corporate pricing strategy that
will enhance the image of the retailer/manufacturer.

To develop effective promotion activities, manufacturers and
retailers need to work together. Only by combining the
manufacturer’s consumer insights with the analysis of promotion
effectiveness using the retailer’s sales data can such promotion
activities be identified. 

Currently, many European retailers and manufacturers are using promotion as tactical ways to deliver
short-term targets. A lot of time is being spent discussing promotion budgets between retailers and
manufacturers rather than concentrating on other more profitable forms of collaboration and on
focusing on consumers. Of course, retailers and manufacturers sometimes have conflicting interests.
But they both want to increase loyalty among consumers/customers and deliver more profitable growth
in the category.

Effective promotions should not be mixed up with efficient promotion. The latter focuses on decreasing
direct and hidden promotion costs. Efficient promotion is primarily achieved throughout the whole
supply chain to minimise costs. Effective promotion, on the other hand, focuses on making the
promotion expenditure work harder by maximising Consumer Value. 

Effective promotion
Effective promotion is
promotion that creates
loyalty among target
customers and delivers
profitable category growth
by maximising clearly
identified category
opportunities in line with
the corporate pricing
strategy and category
marketing strategies

Main menu

Effective Promotion tool

Promotional Pattern

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

A B C D E

Volume DevelopmentPromotional Contribution

Promotion Dependence Promotion Effect Pantry Stocking
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Planning of effective promotion activities

The planning process of effective promotion is linked to the 8-step ECR Europe Category Management
process and focuses on “Category Tactics”. It starts with a ‘blank sheet of paper’ and is built up to
meet the category performance targets. The key question is “What promotion activities do we need to
achieve the targets?” 

By working together, retailers and manufacturers ensure that the right promotion is selected to optimise
consumer response; that the sales generated are indeed incremental and do not compromise future
sales; and that such promotion activities will help achieve the category performance targets. 

With the help of a common business process for promotion planning and evaluation, maximum benefits
can be achieved for both retailer and manufacturer. The planning process can be completed in five
steps. It builds on the previous Category Management steps and ensures that the corporate strategy
and category marketing strategies are realised.

EXHIBIT 29:
The category promotion plan builds on previous Category Management steps

EFFECTIVE PROMOTION PLANNING PROCESS

Determine impact of previous steps
1

2

3

4

5

Corporate Role Assessment Strategies

Define promotional objectives

Analyse current promotion effectiveness

Develop and validate new category promotion plan

Integrate category promotion plan into corporate plans
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Case study
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Case study
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Case study

Kraft Jacobs Suchard - 
GB 

Two leading European companies, Kraft Jacobs Suchard and GB in Belgium, worked together to
explore and determine the “best practice” approach for evaluating and planning promotions in the
highly dynamic confectionery category. The work was focused on a suitable and manageable segment
of the category. 

The key objectives for Kraft Jacobs Suchard and GB were to:
� Define what “effective” promotion means in the case of the chocolate confectionery category
� Develop a tailor-made process to identify and evaluate effective promotion at GB
� Conduct an effective promotion analysis
� Define recommendations for the promotion plan

EXHIBIT 30:
The effective promotion tool covers the six areas most critical to promotions

EFFECTIVE PROMOTION TOOL
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regular business including cannibalisation effects

Analysis of the degree to which category segments, 
manufacturers and specific brands rely on promotion

Analysis of how effectively promotion contributes to 
realising the category strategies

Analysis of the pantry stocking effect in the weeks following
various promotion activities
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Based on data gathered in the course of two years at product level from GB and promotional
information from Kraft Jacobs Suchard, a state-of-the-art software tool was developed to support the
two companies in completing the analysis of promotional effectiveness. The analysis was carried out
according to the consumer-orientated definition and segmentation of the confectionery category and
was in line with the jointly agreed category marketing strategies.

Some of the interesting findings from the analysis of promotion effectiveness were:

� 50% of promotions account for more than 80% of volume and turnover and there is an opportunity
to focus on the large successful promotions and find alternative activities for the remainder

� Within each segment of the category, the products respond to different consumer and shopper
needs and have to be promoted distinctly in terms of:

• Merchandising location in-store

• Promotion type

• Promotion bundle

� Consumers respond differently to the same promotional mechanic depending on the shop type and
there is an opportunity to adapt promotions to the specific shopping needs

� Purchase cycle is quickly re-established post promotions, due to high impulse consumption,
allowing for more frequent promotion scheduling

Based on the findings from the effective promotion analysis, Kraft Jacobs Suchard and GB have
identified promotion guidelines in terms of frequency, timing of promotion, discount levels and the way
the promotions are merchandised in stores that will support the development of the effective promotion
plan. These guidelines focus on promotion that works for this segment of the category and will help
Kraft Jacobs Suchard and GB increase the value they deliver to the consumers!
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Excellence in in-store implementation - retail-
tainment through merchandising

Merchandising tactics affect how the consumer/shopper assesses his
shopping experience at the retailer. Creative, innovative and efficient
merchandising techniques can strongly contribute to the generation
of Consumer Enthusiasm at store level if they are based on true
consumer/shopper needs and expectations. What is important is to
transform the shopping excursion from a chore to a choice by
creating a memorable positive experience for the shopper

Definition of merchandising used for the
framework

“Merchandising” in this context comprises shelf layout, labeling and
graphics, store environment, dramatisation and special events. We

have not incorporated the topic of assortment planning in our definition. Similarly, although store design
is a fundamental tool for creating in-store excitement, it is not included in the scope with the underlying
assumption that, at least in the short-term, hypermarkets and supermarkets can not radically change
their store design. For this reason, the prototype stores of food retail chains such as Albert Heijn,
Carrefour, Delhaize and Tesco, although they provide excellent benchmarks in how to create in-store
excitement through store design, are not considered in this documentation. 

From satisfaction to enthusiasm

The ECR phase III Shopper Research Team offered insight into the possibilities of turning “satisfaction”
among supermarket customers into “enthusiasm”. The minimum conditions required for satisfaction by
the consumer of a supermarket were a clean store, quality and broad range, friendly and enthusiastic
personnel, attractive offers and low prices and an environment that is pleasant to shop in. This
environment may be characterised by: a logical segmentation, clear information, clear lighting, the 
right atmosphere, broad and/ or unobstructed aisles, product accessibility and the presentation of 
fresh articles.

While the connection between food shopping and enthusiasm was not so obvious for many
respondents, a large number of the suggested features to create “enthusiasm” focused on enhancing
the above-mentioned requirements. In addition, respondents pointed out the importance of a large
number of specialist sections (florist, wine department, etc.) with their own personnel, different services
(relaxation area, travel agent, etc.), surprises such as offers of a different nature (sweepstakes, etc.) and
advice on the possible use and preparation of products (cooking classes, etc.) or solution centres (meal
solutions, etc.).

Furthermore, it is important to stress that, when relating to the store environment and shopping, both
satisfaction and enthusiasm may be dynamic in nature and depend on what consumers are
accustomed to. What may be considered “satisfaction” in one country may mean “enthusiasm” in
another. For manufacturers and retailers this may mean
that just as consumers became more demanding in
terms of quality, service, price and performance over the
years, they are likely to become increasingly demanding
as to emotional and aesthetic stimuli.
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Understanding consumer/shopper motivations and psychology as a
prerequisite

Four main orientations in consumer behaviour described in the consumer matrix translate into different
consumer needs and motivations.

These trends and motivators should be understood in terms of consumption and shopping patterns
before an appropriate shopping environment can be developed accommodating the various motivators
and needs. Furthermore, several studies show that “buying pleasure” tends to be associated with certain
categories/product sections and store formats. This suggests that, both at store and category levels,
there are barriers and triggers that have an impact on the shopping experience and the degree of
satisfaction derived from it. These should be identified in order to design an effective merchandising plan. 

EXHIBIT 31:
The trends illustrated in the consumer matrix can be translated into consumer motivators for the elaboration of 
merchandising plans

EXAMPLE: CONSUMER MOTIVATORS ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRENDS

Trends Motivators

Fair

Authentic

Basic

• Ecological, environmental and social consciousness and responsibility

• Search for the genuine and original, honesty

• Simplicity, timelessness, purpose

Convenient

Global

Customised

• Reduce stress, save time/effort, select independently, freedom, convenience

• Search for strength and power, convenient and secure life style

• Variety, combination possibilities, tailored goods

Thrill & Fun

New & Cool

Clanning

Unisex

• Desire for risk/physical danger, experiencing the limit, intense appeal

• Discover trends early, elite feeling of belonging to an “in” group

• Togetherness, warmth, strength, fun/adventure

• Equality between sexes, play with gender roles

Smart

Total cost

• Fun and clever experience in search of price competitive items

• Calculated smart shopping, transparency, control
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EXHIBIT 32:
Understanding store and category-specific barriers and triggers can contribute to the design of effective 
merchandising plans

EXAMPLE: GENERIC STORE AND CATEGORY-SPECIFIC TRIGGERS AND BARRIERS

Generic store triggers and barriers Frozen foods triggers and barriers

Triggers

• Logical segmentation

• Clear lighting

• Right atmosphere to 
the target customer

• Communication of 
desired functional 
attributes

• Broad aisles

• Pleasant/comfortable 
environment

• …

Barriers

• Blocked aisles

• Not finding what you 
need

• Not reaching what you 
need

• Information not 
indicated in a clear way

• Out-of-stocks

• Long check-out lines

• …

Triggers

• Possible use of brands
as signposts

• More information about
the freshness of products

• More glass rather than
metal fixtures

• More animation around
the category

• …

Barriers

• Negative aspect of cold
(emphasised by the
white and blue tones
used frequently, polar
symbols)

• Boring category/low
level of seduction

• Heavy doors

• Fear that the packages
will thaw

• …



The merchandising model is a construction of three phases, which add to one another placed on 
two axes:

� Level of interaction: In-store interaction with the merchandise (browsing freely or testing products)
or interaction with store personnel and other shoppers (courses/seminars, facilities such as
relaxation areas) 

� Degree of involvement: The extent to which the shoppers are actively involved with the retailer
(use of relaxation areas, participation in courses and regular communication with the retailer) and
the extent to which the retailer is involved with the local community (charity events, local hospitals
and schools)  

As these two components are increased, it is possible to achieve a higher level of enthusiasm, because
this increases the customer’s emotional link with the product/service offer and/or the store.

In Phase 1, the shopper can be viewed as just “shopping”, whereas in Phase 3, he/she can be
regarded as “experiencing”. In addition, the relationship between the retailer and shopper is likely to
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The merchandising framework 

A merchandising framework has been constructed aimed at creating ultimate satisfaction and
increasing the share of wallet.

EXHIBIT 33:
A merchandising framework has been constructed aimed at creating ultimate satisfaction and increasing the share of wallet

THE MERCHANDISING MODEL

Level of 
interaction

Degree of
involvement

Phase 2:
“Category”

Phase 3:
“Solution”

Long-term
satisfaction

Phase 1:
“Product”
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change between the three phases moving from a one-way to a two-way relationship. It is possible to
create enthusiasm in all phases, however, some elements are likely to require more sophistication as
we move toward Phase 3:

� Deeper consumer/shopper understanding 

� Higher levels of cooperation 

� More complex category definition 

� Growing need to alter store space allocation and store design

� Increasing logistics capability and flexibility

Phase 1: “Product”

The objective of merchandising in this phase is to provide clarity as to the merchandise offer, which is
strongly product-centred. It directs the shopper through the assortment and provides clear information
on the products available. The merchandising also clearly reflects the retail brand and image.

Having identified consumers’ basic needs, the retailer defines the product grouping and its
segmentation, assigns relative importance to departments, determines the range of the assortment to
match the different segments and allocates space based on profit, turnover generation and relative
importance. The emphasis will be on growing and profitable segments and customers loyalty. In-house
merchandising rules and logistics capabilities will influence the tactics used.

Phase 2: “Category”

The objective of merchandising in this phase is to create a more customer-friendly shopping
environment targeted specifically at the retailer’s client. The Category Management process provides a
useful tool for achieving this objective. During this phase an increased level of interaction and a higher
degree of involvement will help the retailer begin creating an emotional link with the shopper.

In cooperation, the retailer and the manufacturer will develop a category marketing plan consistent with
the retailer’s brand positioning and determine the appropriate tactics. On a macro level, merchandising
will convey the retailer’s objectives in terms of image, competitive positioning, assortment and
promotion strategies. 

All merchandising tactics and events will focus on the “right” customer and be in-line with the target
customer’s expectations, needs and motivations. The category segmentation and product groups will
be defined according to his/ her definition, consumption and shopping patterns. Merchandising will
convey category ‘personality’ appropriate with the chosen role. It is precisely during the assessment
stage that the retailer and manufacturer identify all category-specific barriers and triggers. The
assessment stage will also require the retailer to compare space allocation and merchandising tactics
with competitors.
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Phase 3: “Solution” 

The objective of Phase 3 is to provide solutions to the shopper using an overall store approach.
Superior consumer/shopper understanding will help eliminate all barriers to purchase and surprise
customers in anticipating their unarticulated needs. The use of sensory elements will contribute to
“emotionalising” the product offers and arousing curiosity. Furthermore, higher levels of interaction and
involvement will help build personal relationships and achieve a superior bond with customers.

“Solution centres” are developed by grouping products from various categories in order to meet a
certain need. These so-called solution centres help create “one-stop shopping destinations” in the
store. As category definitions become wider and more complex due to the constant search for new
product groupings, it becomes possible to move products from what are traditionally “convenience”
and “preferred” categories to higher levels.

Key learnings from case studies

� Superior consumer and shopper understanding is essential to identify basic or unarticulated needs
and to satisfy the shopper beyond his/her expectations 

� Higher levels of cooperation between the retailer and manufacturer generate more possibilities in
merchandising and have higher success rates in differentiating the retailer

� The more the retailer and manufacturer engage in understanding the different category-specific
barriers and triggers, the more effective will be the merchandising plan

� In categories where shopping is considered dull and unexciting, enthusiasm can be created by
linking the shopping process to positive feelings associated with the consumption of the product 

� The Category Management process provides a useful framework in designing a merchandising plan
for the category  

� However, it is the task of the retailer to orchestrate Consumer Enthusiasm by linking the different
category merchandising plans to the overall retail brand positioning

� Without innovation and creativity it is impossible to truly differentiate the retailer from his competitors
and capture the shopper

� A positive and memorable experience can truly transform the value derived by the shopper, therefore,
the objective for retailers should be to offer an experience rather than a mere “shopping trip” 

EXHIBIT 34:
A checklist that could be used to assess merchandising tactics

EXAMPLE: CHECKLIST FOR PHASE 2 ‘CATEGORY’

• Is merchandising in line with strategic positioning and global objectives and does it focus on the “right” customer? ✓
• Does it meet the needs and expectations of target consumers/shoppers? ✓
• Does it help reflect the category definition and give a full/clear overview of assortment choices available? ✓
• Does it reproduce the different consumer/shopper decision processes and sort mechanisms? ✓
• Have categories been co-located in a logical manner to drive sales?

• Does it ensure that all category locations are “right” so that customers find it easier to shop by need and impulse?

• Have multi-purchase opportunities been provided?

• Does it achieve the allocated roles?

• To what extent does it contribute to achieving the marketing strategies for the category?

• Have category signposts been used to trigger shoppers to shop in a category/sub-category?

• To what extent have barriers been lifted?

• Does merchandising focus on the key message in the store?

• Does it create the right ambience/environment associated with the category by the target customer?
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Case study

Procter & Gamble - 
Somerfield UK

Procter & Gamble and Somerfield have worked together in the haircare category to design a
merchandising plan that would bring clarity to the product offer, improve the speed of purchasing and
make the customer feel like a “smart shopper”, thereby creating enthusiasm.

The haircare category provided an opportunity for improvement. The fixture was very complicated to
shop due to high SKU density and the high level of new introduction activity had the potential to add
more complexity to an already frustrating fixture. The category had high penetration levels among
Somerfield’s customers, however, it was not delivering fair share. Therefore, the objective of this
collaboration was to achieve a competitive advantage for Somerfield producing category growth
through shopper-focused merchandising at low cost.
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Placing the shopper at the centre of the project generated real shopper enthusiasm. The fixture layout
was based on shopper psychology before it was overlaid with category tactics. Tools utilised included:

� Signpost brands to direct the shopper 

� Vertical merchandising/rectangular blocks to speed up the selection process

� Decision trees and shopper-driven segmentation to facilitate the ‘de-selection’ process of the
shopper

� Specialist segments as bookends to create sales from weaker areas of the fixture

� Logical adjacencies to generate cross-purchases

� Pertinent information so as not to confuse the shopper

As a result, the haircare category showed growth in sales and shopper feedback indicated increased
satisfaction levels through improved speed of purchasing. Furthermore, reduced revision due to future-
oriented planning increased the speed to store giving Somerfield a tremendous competitive edge. 

The key lessons are that it does not have to be expensive to work and that a in-depth understanding of
how the Somerfield customer shops should be the driver of merchandising. In addition, genuine
openness and a real category focus provide competitive advantage.

EXHIBIT 35:
Procter & Gamble - Somerfield: Six key characteristics of the project to create Consumer Enthusiasm through shopper-
focused merchandising at low cost

KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROJECT
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Case study

L’Oréal - 
Promodès 

The pilot project conducted in line with this year’s ECR Europe topic, is a collaboration between L’Oréal
and the Promodès group in the hair colorants category. With the interest of the consumer in mind, the
project provided the opportunity to test a merchandising concept built on in-depth consumer research
in both the supermarket and hypermarket formats.

Beauty and personal care categories have been experiencing strong growth and are being used by
retailers to differentiate themselves from the competition. In this growing market, hair coloring products
represent a tremendous opportunity in France when compared to Germany or the United States. 

A consumer study which formed the basis for this project showed that, as with other personal care
products, consumers enjoy buying hair colorants: the consumer purchases for herself and there is a
fashion element. Moreover, the association of color with emotion and  innovative products in personal
care tend to make the consumer feel good about herself.  However, the study also indicated several
barriers to consumption and purchase specific to the category which need to be lifted: unclear product
offer, difficulty in understanding all the available technologies and a possible dissatisfaction with the
desired result. 

Based, on these findings L’Oréal and Promodès jointly designed a
merchandising plan which accommodates all shopping occasions
and moments and utilizes four levers to create enthusiasm
and increase ultimate satisfaction aimed at improving
category performance at Promodès.   
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In order to raise the confidence level, the “Signatures” are brought forward in the category organisation
and signage to reassure the consumer and convey an image of quality and expertise to the point of
sale. Dissatisfaction is reduced primarily through the communication of product information and advice
on usage. Buying pleasure is intensified through an attractive shopping area using better lighting and
other dramatisation effects to emphasise color and innovative products.

A strategic alignment at the beginning of the collaboration helped identify the target consumers of the
Continent hypermarkets and Champion supermarkets and create a shopping area specific to their
needs and expectations. The challenge was to find a balance between an innovative and differentiating
solution, and its adaptation to the brand positioning and target consumers of Continent and Champion.

Once the new merchandising plan and arrangement were installed, another study was conducted to
measure the improvements in satisfaction levels and category performance. Key learnings included a
new appreciation of the consumer/shopper, the significance of Employee Enthusiasm, the benefits of
past collaboration efforts in supply chain projects and the importance of creating in-store excitement at
a reasonable cost.  

EXHIBIT 37:
Barriers and triggers identified in the Hair Colorants category contributed to the elaboration of an effective merchandising
plan based on four levers which help to create Consumer Enthusiasm

FOUR LEVERS FOR INCREASING ENTHUSIASM AND ULTIMATE SATISFACTION

EXHIBIT 36:
A merchandising plan for the Hair Colorants category must accommodate all shopping occasions and moments by reducing
the search time for the shopper and allowing her more time to inform herself

MERCHANDISING WHICH ACCOMMODATES ALL SHOPPING OCCASIONS AND MOMENTS

Different shopping
occasions

Reduce
search time

Allow for time
to compare

Allow for
time to
browse

Allow for
time to

read

Pleasant
shopping environment

Different states of mind 
at different moments

I would like to
change my
highlights

I feel great
today!

I need to
pamper myself

I am really in
a hurry…

I would like to
quickly find the

right colour

I would like to
inform myself on

hair colouring
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Case study
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Case study

Kraft Foods - 
Winn-Dixie USA

Kraft Foods and Winn-Dixie located in Jacksonville, Florida developed together a “Meal Solutions
Centre” to recapture sales from alternative food distribution channels. With an annual turnover of $24
billion, Winn-Dixie is the number 8 retailer in the United States with over 1,100 supermarkets. This US
example has received a substantial amount of interest in Europe and is being tested by several
European food retailers. 

The US has been experiencing consumer trends not very different from those observed in Europe.
Consumers are increasingly willing to pay more for convenience facilitated by dual income. With the
increase in the number of working women, time allotted to shopping and food preparation is becoming
shorter. Consumers are shopping a wider array of formats to meet food needs and are spending more
money on food away from home.

These consumer changes have had a considerable impact on the retailers’ share of stomach, which
has been losing share against foodservices over the past 20 years.
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EXHIBIT 38:
For the past 20 years, foodservices have continuously captured “share of stomach” from retailers

RETAIL VS. FOODSERVICE SHARE OF FOOD DOLLARS

Percentage 
share of 
food dollars

Foodservice*

Retail

* Foodservice includes all 
  away-from-home occasions

Sources: US Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of Census; Technomi, Inc1975

62.5%

37.5%

53.8%

46.2%

1979 1983 1987 1991 1995

The US retailers have responded to this development by increasing the offer of
prepared and ready-to-go meals at the centre of the store. For most retailers,
home meal replacement has not led to promising results, and research has
shown that the majority of consumers still prefer to prepare meals at home.
However, consumers have a very specific need in that almost 60% do not know in
the morning what they will have for dinner that same evening. 

Kraft Foods proposed “Simple Answers”, a food solution program integrating the total
store, to help Winn-Dixie recapture its share of stomach by revitalising the centre of the store
challenged by food away-from-home, non-traditional grocery channels and home meal
replacement. A “Meal Simplification Plan” was developed, simplifying the planning, purchasing and
preparation processes, in order to create consumer enthusiasm and grow sales of category,
complementary products and impulse items.

A “Meal Centre” was designed with solution sections and kiosks providing meal ideas and recipes. 
A “shopping destination” was created by bundling together multiple products from various categories
present at the perimeter of the store and co-marketing different brands. The themed point-of-sale
supported by in-store demonstrations and sampling was linked to a 52-week calendar offering unique
ideas throughout the year. Winn-Dixie’s merchandising capabilities and expertise enabled the
implementation of a flexible fixture effectively accommodating all dried, chilled and refrigerated products
necessary to prepare the meals described in the recipe. The actual program with Winn-Dixie covered
200 large supermarkets and ten themed events were run during the test year.

Results showed strong consumer acceptance as well as significant growth in the involved categories
and brands. The meal centre as a “one-stop shopping destination” helped move products traditionally
in various convenience and preferred categories to higher levels. In addition, the retailer benefited 
from a decrease in complexity and risk compared to ready-to-eat offers and an increase in the 
shopper frequency.



2.4 Monitoring and measuring
of Consumer Value
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The implementation of all measures within the
framework of Strategic Consumer Value
Management needs to be guaranteed. 

The status of the individual activities must be checked at regular
intervals and potentially critical activities closely monitored. Regular
checks must keep the strategies flexible to accommodate any
necessary changes. Checking the value delivered and value received
KPIs, the consumer matrix (e.g. completeness of needs ascertained) and
the strategic levers in particular is of great importance for the strategic
management of the individual company and any collaborative action.
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While the strategy has to be flexible enough to
accommodate any changes in conditions, for instance
changes to the consumer matrix, the implementation of Consumer
Enthusiasm and the generation of Consumer Value have to be continuously monitored in order to:

� Assure the achievement of positioning targets within the consumer matrix

� Improve the utilisation of strategic levers and 

� Keep up with the latest approaches to excellence in the implementation process.

Strategic Consumer Value Management provides a pragmatic methodology and a structured
monitoring tool to ensure implementation. The tool enables the KPIs that have been selected in the
step on superior Consumer Value understanding for value delivered and value received to be checked
at regular intervals and identifies potentially critical activities. It includes the regular collation of the
business plan with the most likely results for the current year or even month. The results of this check
can then be directly translated into management actions to maintain the targeted level of Consumer
Value generation.

EXHIBIT 39:
Strategic Consumer Value Management provides a structured monitoring tool to ensure the implementation of rule-breaking
strategies and generation of Consumer Value

CONTINUOUS TOOL-SUPPORTED MONITORING

• Continuous trans-
parency of total 
Consumer Value

• Structured de-
composition into 
separate drivers 
of Consumer Value

• Clear distinction 
between value 
delivered and value 
received

• Benchmarking on sub 
and aggregate levels

Top-down

• Tracking of different 
KPIs corresponding 
to individual frequency

• Aggregation to KPI 
categories (Quality,
responsiveness etc.)

• Identification of
responsibilities

Bottom-up

Consumer Value

Delivered/received

KPI category

KPI
No KPI Frequency Result
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Leading FMCG companies have already
proven the practicability of Strategic
Consumer Value Management. The
cooperative approaches have produced
superior results and generated superior
Consumer Value. As the outcome of this year’s
case studies, extensive research, joint
workshops and interviews for the ECR projects
indicates, the clear central message is: 

Let’s start and grow the “cake” together!

3 Conclusions and
management summary
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For years, the European FMCG industry has given several reasons for the unsatisfactory growth rates
achieved by their core businesses:

� Declining disposable income

� Increased price sensitivity

� Demanding consumers

� Skeptical attitudes toward brands

� Higher quests for quality and service

� etc.

The list of unfavourable developments may be easily expanded, but one thing they have in common is
that all of them focus on environmental factors. These issues are no doubt significant challenges for the
industry, but the real question should be: What has the FMCG industry done to counteract them? In
this environment, companies can no longer afford to adopt a passive, waiting role. They have to
take an active stance to cope with these challenges and to use them as new triggers for growth.
Internal potential for increasing effectiveness and ensuring long-term profitability have already been
utilised in most traditional industries. The new focus must be on joint initiatives to strive for a
breakthrough in demand generation in order to win back a significant share of the consumer’s wallet.

Strategic Consumer Value Management starts with the most important element of any strategy on
growth and regaining share of wallet: the consumer. Increased profits and market values reward
companies that are successful in maintaining their consumers’ confidence over the long term, as
numerous studies have demonstrated. The future value of a company will not only be measured in
terms of short-term profits, but in terms of its ability to gain the highest levels of long-term consumer
commitment. This holistic objective is best expressed in the definition of Consumer Value: “Providing
functional and emotional benefits tailored to the individual needs of consumers that
continuously enhance their overall experience of life.” Companies that manage to generate
superior Consumer Value will benefit from superior long-term growth. 

Consumer Value differentiates two dimensions of value: value delivered to the consumer and value
received from the consumer. Superior value delivered is achieved if Consumer Enthusiasm is
generated. In return, consumers deliver value to the company in terms of e.g. market share, profitability,
etc. This enables a sustainable constellation for the companies and thus starts off the cycle for superior
Consumer Value generation.

The first step toward superior Consumer Value is superior Consumer Value understanding.
Articulated and unarticulated consumer needs and expectations, as well as the dynamism of values
have to be explored and understood. The consumer matrix provides a practical tool for consumer
segmentation and definition of the companies’ target positioning vis-à-vis the competition. Companies
striving to achieve Consumer Enthusiasm have to cover the basic needs as illustrated in the consumer
matrix - relevant to the large masses - but also have to cover some extreme positions, thus enabling
them to characterise and differentiate their offer. To achieve target positioning, the key drivers for
Consumer Value have to be identified and corresponding key performance indicators (KPIs) to be
individually selected for value delivered as well as value received.
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Based on superior Consumer Value understanding, rule-breaking strategies have to be developed for
the generation of Consumer Enthusiasm which will then drive Consumer Value. The analysis of a
number of selected best-in-class companies in ECR phase III has already revealed that Consumer
Enthusiasm can best be achieved applying rule-breaking strategies with four strategic levers:

� Communication: To add emotional ties to functional offers and to create strong long-term
relationships

� Information: To provide reliable and detailed consumer and market information
on the business process and to monitor future trends

� Co-innovation: To continuously strive for competitive differentiation and to
surprise consumers by anticipating and/or creating needs and desires

� Co-revolution: To work together on all levels within and across the value
chain to multiply opportunities for growth

The objective of this year’s project was to demonstrate that these strategic levers
can be implemented in a profitable way in the fast moving consumer goods industry
and to develop a pragmatic path for implementation in the holistic framework of the
Consumer Value Initiative. The key finding of this project clearly is: The strategic levers identified
really do work in FMCG. 

The two co-innovation and co-revolution levers have been in the forefront of detailed analyses in the
project working groups. Several case studies, of which a selection is described in this

publication, have proven the practical value of the co-innovation and co-revolution levers.
The importance of the two information and communication levers is strongly
acknowledged. The information lever is considered to be an integral part of superior
Consumer Value understanding. The communication lever is of great importance to the
strategic development of the company. It has to be firmly anchored in the corporate
strategy through a consistent integrated marketing approach.

EXHIBIT 40:
Strategic Consumer Value Management provides a roadmap to generating superior Consumer Value

CONCEPT OF STRATEGIC CONSUMER VALUE MANAGEMENT

Understanding
Consumer Value

delivered 

Understanding
Consumer Value

received

Identifying strategic options

Business transformation

Employee Enthusiasm

In-store implementation/
retail-tainment

Selecting strategic levers

Communication

Information

Co-innovation

Co-revolution

1 2 3
Superior Consumer
Value understanding

Rule-breaking strategy
development

Excellence in
implementation

Continuous monitoring
4
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Following the selection of the adequate rule-breaking strategies, excellence in implementation has to
be assured. Three areas of excellence have to be distinguished:

� Employee Enthusiasm: Consumer Enthusiasm and thus superior Consumer Value cannot be
achieved without the total commitment of the whole organisation. The change in corporate culture
and the creation of Employee Enthusiasm ensure that the company is strongly committed to
delivering high-quality solutions to meet consumers needs and expectations.

� Business transformation: New strategic thinking with a clear focus on delivering Consumer Value
via collaborative efforts requires adjustment or even the entirely new development of business
processes supported by state-of-the-art systems. The practical implementation of effective
collaborative processes has been illustrated by the example of effective promotions.

� In-store implementation/retail-tainment: The development of an attractive store environment
toward the creation of “retail-tainment” is essential to constantly surprise the consumer in
understanding of Consumer Enthusiasm. Practical approaches to advanced merchandising
techniques have been illustrated in detail, as they are most critical for collaborative efforts but have
only been explored to a low extent to today.

The fourth step of Strategic Consumer Value Management is the continuous monitoring and
measuring of the level of achievement of Consumer Enthusiasm and, thus, Consumer Value. This is to
assure the achievement of positioning targets within the consumer matrix, to improve utilisation of
strategic levers and to keep up with the latest approaches to excellence in the implementation process.

Strategic Consumer Value Management is a roadmap to generating superior Consumer Value by
implementing Consumer Enthusiasm as the core element. The aspects relevant to the collaborative
efforts have been illustrated in this report. Strategic Consumer Value Management establishes the link
between superior consumer understanding, corporate strategy development and strategy
implementation. Therefore it can be characterised as

� Consumer-driven

� Holistic and

� Practical

Leading FMCG companies have already proven the practicability of Strategic Consumer Value
Management. The cooperative approaches have produced superior results and generated superior
Consumer Value. As the outcome of this year’s case studies, extensive research, joint workshops and
interviews for the ECR projects indicates, the clear central message is: 

Let’s start and grow the “cake” together!
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Disclaimer
The study in this publication is promoted by the members of ECR Europe and has been made possible in particular thanks
to the active support of those companies and organisations which participated in the project work undertaken by the
authors and consultants, Roland Berger & Partners.

However, the ECR member companies, participating companies or organisations, individually or collectively, do not
necessarily endorse every technique, process or principle described herein. Neither the authors, nor any ECR member
company or participating company or organisation individually or collectively accept any responsibility or liability in
connection with this publication or the techniques, processes or principles mentioned in it. The material presented in the
booklet is for information only.
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